
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a marketing analytics manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for marketing analytics manager

Provide sales and marketing management weekly and monthly summary
reporting including but not limited to sales performance
Maintain responsibility for directing revenue analysis to include customer
sales analysis and average revenue – budget vs actual, net gain & churn,
effective rates, analysis of campaigns, and ROI on campaigns
Provide customer activity analysis for all products including growth trending,
migration trending, churn trending
Partner with marketing teams to identify market research, industry and
competitive trends to leverage in the planning process and to explain
marketing and customer trends
Complete impact analysis for online marketing vehicles
Work with the business teams (product, marketing, management, sales,
technology, ) and the vendor to ensure that reports are delivering against
requirements
Communicate complex analytical topics in a clean & simple way to multiple
stakeholders and senior leadership (both internal & external)
Uncover unique insights and recommendations on how to improve targeted
marketing across the customer lifecycle
Analyze and interpret trends, and provide tangible recommendations and
identify opportunities with quantifiable business value for future programs
including test and learn

Example of Marketing Analytics Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for marketing analytics manager

Strong statistical background and experience with analysis tools such as Excel
VBA, R, SPSS,SAS, VisualIQ, Responsys
Minimum of 3 years of experience with marketing analysis, digital or CRM
analytics
Minimum of 2 years of experience working within digital marketing,
understanding of online media, performance marketing and key drivers that
stand to impact performance across multiple internet channels
Knowledge of SAS, SQL or other database platforms
Knowledge of statistical tools and data analysis (e
Ability and desire to learn new tools and technologies, and work
independently


